A biomechanical study of lumbar fusion based on a three-dimensional nonlinear finite element method.
Biomechanical analyses under compression, flexion, and extension loading were performed to evaluate the stability of interbody, posterolateral, posterior, and facet fusions using a nonlinear three-dimensional finite element method. The effects of facet fusion on other lumbar fusions were also examined. A three-dimensional L4-L5 motion segment model was developed that took into consideration the material nonlinearities of ligaments and annular fibers and the contact nonlinearities of facet joints. Of all models of fusion, maximum rigidity was obtained in the interbody fusion model. In the posterolateral, posterior, and facet fusion models under compression, axial displacement and flexion rotation were induced. In combination with facet fusion, the interbody, posterolateral, and posterior fusion models demonstrated a decrease in axial displacement of about 6%, 1%, and 5%, respectively, under compression and a decrease in rotation angle of about 22%, 12%, and 48%, respectively, under flexion-extension loading. Stress concentration moved principally toward the fusion site, indicating increased load transfer across the fusion mass. Our findings suggest that a more solid fixation can be expected from lumbar fusion--especially in posterior fusion--if facet fusion is performed.